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Abstract:

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has emerged to bring about a new shift in our beliefs toward chronic pain management. Since the disease lowers the body’s immune system, the use of drugs that suppress immune system is not recommended during pandemic. These include steroids that the side effects of them have always been discussed, but have never been taken as seriously as they are now. Many other medications have been discussed to relieve pain from simple oppressed ones like dextrose water and normal saline to local anesthetic and many adjuvants and regeneration therapy which some of them have never been routinely used for pain injections. It’s time to dump steroids and move on them. The use of these medications in clinical practice is less auspicious and more research is needed on the practical application of them. Further areas for research include studies to determine definitive efficacy and further safety assessment, determine whether the analgesic effects of these drugs are time-dependent and the optimal identification of candidates, volume and concentration and intervals of injection are essential for routine application in pain practice.
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